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The evolution of sex has arguably produced one of the most diverse and 

expansive bodies of theory within evolutionary biology, leading both to 

extensive verbal arguments and to a large quantity of mathematical mod

els. It nevertheless remains an active area of theoretical and experimental 

research, implying that not all of the questions raised by the presence of 

sex across the tree of life have been answered. It is important, however, 

when discussing the evolution of sex to carefully delineate what is meant 

by "sex," since biologists often use the term to describe at least four differ

ent biological phenomena: (1) the existence of separate sexes ( or dioecy); 

(2) anisogamy, or the fusion of two dissimilar gametes; (3) meiosis, a spe

cialized form of cell division leading to the production of gametes, which

may or may not include genetic recombination; and, finally, ( 4) genetic

recombination itself. The vast majority of the theoretical considerations for

the evolution of sex have focused on this final definition, and thus it is the

evolution of recombination that I have chosen to focus on here.

We should also take care to differentiate between sex, which changes 

the genetic state of cells or individuals, and reproduction, which produces 

ecologically distinct individuals that are largely independent of one another 

(G. Bell 1982). There can be sex in the absence of reproduction-consider 

bacterial conjugation, where there is transfer of genetic material between 

two cells, but no increase in cell number. There likewise can be reproduction 

( an increase in the number of individual living organisms) in the absence 

of sex, if we consider all of the various forms of clonal reproduction that 

do not change the genetic makeup of clonal offspring (e.g., G. Bell 1982; 

Hughes 1989; Klimes et al. 1997). Finally, it is important to clarify that I am 

using the term "recombination" in the general sense of the bringing together 

of genes inherited from different parents; see Maynard Smith (1988a) for a 
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Modifier Theories of the Evolution of Sex and Recombination 

Modifier Theory in Large Populations 

Two differing evolutionary forces act on modifiers of recombination: short
term selection on individuals favoring those having the highest mean off
spring fitness, and long-term selection to increase the genetic variation in 
population fitness {Barton 1995; Otto and Lenormand 2002) (proposi
tion 5, table 14.1 ). A theory considering the fate of a modifier allele (M) 

that alters the recombination rate between a set of loci must include analy
sis of both the association between those loci (linkage disequilibrium, D) 
and the amount and type of fitness interaction between the loci ( epista
sis, s) (Nei 1967; Feldman et al. 1980; Feldman et al. 1996; Otto and Feld
man 1997). If we define epistasis as the difference between allelic effects on 
fitness in unison and what we expect from the individual locus effects, we 
see that epistasis generates linkage disequilibrium of the same sign. Positive 
epistasis results in a greater improvement in fitness in unison for beneficial 
alleles and a less severe decrease in fitness for deleterious alleles ( fig. 14.1 ), 

and thus leads to an overrepresentation of the allelic combination relative 
to that expected from the marginal frequencies (positive linkage disequi
librium, D > o). Negative epistasis generates negative linkage disequilib
rium (D < 0) and always favors recombination via its long-term effect on 
population fitness (proposition 3, table 14.1) as described above for opti
mality models. Recombination within allelic combinations of intermediate 
fitness ( combining both beneficial and deleterious alleles and exhibiting 
negative D) results in haplotypes with high fitness (where beneficial alleles 
have been brought together) and haplotypes of low fitness (where deleteri
ous alleles have been brought together), increasing the genetic variation in 
population fitness and allowing long-term selection to act. The short-term 
effects of recombination are more complex, however, and depend on the 
signs of both D and e and on the form of selection on the loci. 

In models for the evolution of recombination via modifiers, the focus is on 
the change in frequency of the modifier allele, 6-pM. Under weak selec

tion, where alleles at two loci, A and B, change fitness by small amounts 
sA and sB individually and by sAB when present together, the change in 
frequency for a modifier allele changing recombination by a small amount 
dr is given by 

(14.2)  
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Figure 14.1. Relationship between positive vs. negative fitness epistasis, 
and antagonistic vs. synergistic fitness effects. Epistasis shown as deviation 

from multiplicative fitness ( e=sA8 - sAs8) with equal effects of the alleles 
A and B individually (sA =s8) to more easily contrast the individual effects 

with those of the alleles in unison (sA8). Log(fitness) utilized so that 
multiplicative fitness effects are additive. Each panel shows: background 
fitness level (light gray), individual effect of alleles A and B ( dark gray), 
joint effect of A and B in absence of epistasis ( e= 0, dark gray hatched), 

and joint effect of A and Bin presence of epistasis (e>'O, black). Note that 
positive epistasis implies a greater improvement in fitness in unison for 
beneficial alleles (synergistic fitness effects) while implying a less severe 

decrease in fitness for deleterious alleles (antagonistic fitness effects); 
negative epistasis results in the reverse relationship (smaller improvement 

in fitness in unison for beneficial alleles [antagonistic] and greater 
decrease in fitness for deleterious alleles [ synergistic]). 

where rMAB is the rate of recombination for M, A, and B, rMA is the rate for 

M and A, rM8 is the rate for M and B, and e is the amount of epistasis, 

measured here as the deviation from multiplicative fitness, e = 2sA8-sAsB 

{adapted from eq. Al.Se, Barton 1995). This change in allele frequency re

flects both the short- and long-term effects of selection on the modifier al

lele. Negative D acts to make the change in the modifier frequency positive 

(as long as the term in the square brackets in 14.2 is positive) and is sensi

tive to the rate of recombination between the modifier locus and the fitness 

loci (rMA8). The modifier allele must stay in association with the beneficial 
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associations in positive linkage disequilibrium ( either beneficial with ben

eficial or deleterious with deleterious alleles) are rapidly either fixed or lost 

when they arise by chance (Barton and Otto 2005). Combinations uniting 

beneficial and deleterious alleles persist the longest, causing recombina

tion modifiers to increase in frequency. The strongest examples of this ef

fect are seen in small populations ( Otto and Barton 2001 ), in large pop

ulations with genetic drift imposed by spatial structure (G. Martin et al. 

2006), or in populations subject to directional selection at multiple loci 

(Iles et al. 2003). This effect of genetic drift in conjunction with directional 

selection requires a high rate of beneficial sweeps acting to remove haplo

types in positive disequilibrium. In populations of small (2N = 100) to 

intermediate (2N = 104) sizes, Otto and Barton (2001) showed that this ef

fect of linkage disequilibrium generated by random genetic drift was often 

stronger than the effect caused by selection for recombination generated by 

epistasis. 

Drift is acting in the background of all populations, large and small. 

A truly synthetic theory for the fate of recombination modifiers needs to 

allow for the stochastic effects of finite population size. In discussing Hill

Robertson interference, I noted that linkage increases the amount of ge

netic drift accompanying selection near a selected locus, reducing the ef

fective population size for the locus where the beneficial mutation arose 
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mutations). Keightley and Otto (2006) showed that purifying selection 

against repeated deleterious mutations provided an advantage to modifier 

alleles and, what is more striking, that this advantage increased with in

creasing population size. The advantage arises because recombination frees 

the focal locus from Hill-Robertson interference, thus allowing deleterious 

mutations to be purged by selection. This advantage was greater than the 

force of epistasis in generating disequilibrium, and thus the form of epis

tasis (its magnitude and sign) is not critical in determining the advantage 

to the modifier allele. The surprising result that this stochastic effect was 

larger in larger populations (where genetic drift is overall weaker) is due 

to the fact that larger populations, all other things being equal, maintain 

more polymorphic loci, increasing the opportunity for Hill-Robertson in

terference. The maximum advantage of the recombination modifier occurs 

for deleterious mutations of intermediate effect, and the conditions cor

responding to the largest advantage of sex are those where Muller's ratchet 

is expected to be strongest (Gordo and Campos 2008). This model gives a 

truly modem and complete treatment of the role of negative linkage dis

equilibrium in the evolution of recombination; both selection and genetic 
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